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A deeper analysis of Marx’s “subject” thoughts
ABSTRACT
Marx’s “subject” thoughts are an important issue concerned the fundamental nature of Marxist
philosophy and its contemporary significance, which is also the key to understand Marx’s
philosophical revolution. However, in the explanatory framework of traditional philosophy, there is
an obvious bias or misconception about the interpretation of the question. The essence of subject is
seen as an existence that is not produced, or merely be understood as relations of production while
ignoring the political and ethics relationships, or be seen as an eternal and general concept that is
out of the historical context. So it is urgent and necessary that we re-examine Marx’s “subject”
thoughts today. This paper attempts to pursue the scientific standpoint of historical materialism and
re-examine Marx’s “subject” thoughts in accordance with the principle of logic-history unity and
the method of text analysis.
According to the development of Marx's thoughts, the subject issue of Marxist philosophy
shows such a continuous process of development: firstly, “self- consciousness” subject and
“objective and sensible existence” subject; secondly, “realistic individual” subject; thirdly, “capital”
subject. The source of Marx's “subject” thoughts is Hegel and Feuerbach’s subject philosophy.
Hegel’s theory including the famous statement “entity is the subject”, labor dialectics and its deep
historical principle, Feuerbach’s thoughts including the principle of sensible and objective,
naturalism and humanism, provide an important ideological source of Marx’s “subject” theory.
After the two discarded links of Hegel and Feuerbach, Marx began to construct its new “subject”
theory. “Realistic individual” is the completed form of Marx’s “subject” thoughts, whose essence is
the sum of all social relations. In Marx’s later years, he launched a major deep study of “subject”
with the proposition “capital is the subject”. “Capital” is the inner soul and the core principle of
modern society and a specific form of the “subject”.
Marx gave a scientific explanation of the true meaning of “subject” with an overall vision of
history and a realistic dimension of “subject” for the first time. Marx’s “subject” thought is a great














make up for the lack of the absent subject and limit the interference of the offside subject. Only in
this way can we reach the essence of the free and comprehensive development of “subject”.
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